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Where there are peoples of South Fujian, where there are Romance of Litchi and 
Mirror. The diffusion routes and the change trace of the story reflected the complex 
history of the overseas dissemination of South Fujian Culture through the Maritime 
Silk Road. As a result, it became the best corroborations and footnotes of the circle of 
culture between China and the West, and the canon of the margin imagination from 
the South Fujian and the South Fujian imagination from the margin, and national 
intangible cultural heritage by the official. With the help of the story as the access and 
the approach, the dissertation interpreted the structure of social operation in South 
Fujian, the relations of regional domination, the interaction of multi-culture, and 
investigated the emotional structure, social sprites and daily life of South Fujian 
peoples that diffused in the world.  
Firstly, on analysis of historic memory and identity theory, the dissertation 
descried the complex spectacle of trans-boundary communication and the classified 
institution of it, from four levels including the transparence of opera genres, literature 
genres, medium and cultures. For the representation of the shadow of South Fujian 
and the open world from small to big, point to surface, down to up, the dissertation 
investigated the dialectic relations of the unchanged character and the change images 
on the text which were poly ambiguous and open on the process of modernity. 
Secondly, the dissertation interpreted the story as the discovered tradition on 
diachronic and synchronic dimensions with two cases of symptomatic adaptations on 
the historic process of modernity. The dissertation discussed the story how to make 
the pass ethic taboo into today’s hot topics through shared culture space on basis of 
modern media. As a result, it successfully sutured the fractures between folk 
discourses and mainstream stereotypes, national imaginations and local images. And 
then it endowed regional tradition arts with new aesthetic meanings on cultural 
changes of ethnic and spatial flow, and reflected Fujian aesthetic spirits of 
simultaneous reception on open attitude. 
Finally, the dissertation transcended the traditional discourse model of talking 
about operas just as operas and telling stories just as stories. The dissertation pointed 















cross-cultural communication through the maritime silk road of ancient and modern. 
As a result, South Fujian Opera, such as Romance of Litchi and Mirror, became the 
important media of public historic memory of all the South Fujian People and the 
public historic memory of them. South Fujian Opera should not be the cultural display 
on exhibition platform. The successful ways of industrialization and oversea 
dissemination, that should echo aesthetic psychology power on the opera signals, 
grasped the development opportunities endowed by the time of cultural consciousness, 
and re-construed the common cultural memory and identity of the people of South 
Fujian home and abroad on the context of global-localization on multiple channels. 
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① 本节部分内容作者曾于“‘陈三五娘’传说学术研讨会”（2015 年 11 月 8 日——11 月 10 日）上宣读。 
② 吴书荫．论二十世纪戏曲文献的整理和研究[J]．中国文化研究，2000（4）：121-128． 
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“牛津本”⑥的摄影，进而在 1959 到 1962 年间将前述分属于日本天理与英国牛
津之东西两本、实则为同一部刊本的《荔镜记》互补合校，并由之启动了整理校
                                                        
① 向达．瀛涯琐志——记牛津所藏的中文书[J]．国风半月刊，1936（5）：12． 
② 郭汉城．史料难觅 弥足珍贵——琐谈《泉州传统戏曲丛书》[J]．中国戏剧，2003（5）：56—57． 
③ 吴月芳、王金淼．遇见陈三五娘传说：古今多少艺术 共话这荔镜奇缘[EB/OL].(2015-07-24)[2016-02-02]. 
http://www.mnw.cn/quanzhou/news/950124-2.html. 
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② 据郑国权于 2010 年 11 月 18 日在泉州师范学院文学与传播学院所做《品读“被遗忘的文献”》的讲座所
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① 郑国权．明万历荔枝记校读[M]．北京：中国戏剧出版社，2011：3． 
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